
District 49 Minutes Friday July 10th, 2020 

1. John R opened w/ “The Serenity Prayer” & “The Declaration of Unity.” 

2. Guests/Visitors-None 

3. Roll Call-Groups in attendance: 2nd Step Group, Daily Reflections Group, Conyngham 

Group, Greater Lehighton Group, Last Chance Group, Open Minds Women’s Group, 

Recovery-Unity-Service Group(7/23). 

4. Tradition & Concepts 

a) Tradition 7- “Every A.A. group ought to be fully self- supporting, declining outside 

contributions.” Read and discussed by Celia. Vickie brought up the concern 

mentioned in the 12 & 12 about Groups and other Committees accumulating funds 

beyond the Prudent reserve which have no stated AA purpose. We should not have 

monies that are not appropriated for AA functions or AA services. 

b) Concept 7- “The Conference recognizes that the Charter and the Bylaws of the 

General Service Board are legal instruments: that the Trustees are thereby fully 

empowered to manage and conduct all of the world service affairs of Alcoholics 

Anonymous. It is further understood that the Conference Charter itself is not a legal 

document: that it relies instead upon the force of tradition and the power of the 

A.A. purse for its final effectiveness.” Read and discussed by Joe. 

5. Officers Reports 

a) DCM Report-John R-At the Quarterly, it was mostly centered on whether or not to 

cancel or continue with the Convention. There were a few other items that were 

voted on. The main concern was based around money, regarding losing the Deposit, 

and some people wanted to hold off and give it a chance. The decision needs to be 

made by Area 59. There were several items voted on. Bob Marshall, one of the Area 

Delegates, wanted to come to one of our meetings, because he is one of the 

Delegates for Area 59, as he is on the commission for the Conference. He wanted to 

try and talk to all the GSR’s and try and get more input. I also checked on the AA 

Hotline from Lehigh Valley, he asked if anyone wanted to be added to their phone 

list to furnish the name and number to be contacted about a time and day that you 

are available. We really want to get involved with that.  At the same time since Joe is 

our Area representative, we would like to take back to the Area meeting to get more 

involved with the Hotline in both the Lehigh Valley and in our District. 

b) ADCM Report- Joe L- Was listening in to Quarterly, I am unable to vote. People were 

leaving so they had to shut it down after 3 hours, but it was mainly concerning the 

upcoming Conference. They are hoping to decide by the end of July. They are 

pushing to have it live but some people are pushing against it. Also, if anyone is 

interested, on Area59.org, there are re-opening guidelines for groups considering re-



opening. Some Groups can, some groups cannot, many Groups are not allowed 

inside so they are holding meetings outside. I am still waiting on IGR to hold a 

meeting, so I have not been able to do much, but I do have the contacts for the 

Hotline Coordinator and will forward any volunteers to that person. Go back to the 

Groups and I will compile a list of names and numbers for the Hotline Coordinator 

for receiving 12 Step Calls. 

c) Secretary Report-Lou D-Both sets of minutes were completed and sent via email for 

May o& June. If you have any changes for emails, please let me know. I have emailed 

the minutes, but I have not mailed them. The meeting list is kind of pointless at this 

time, due to changes happening so often, and most changes can be published on the 

Website. I do not have an expense report ready at this time, but if the Committee is 

OK with it, I will send a completed expense report to Vickie directly. It will be for two 

mailings. Please let me know if there are any updates or changes. I do have a Motion 

for New Business, to create an Ad-Hoc committee for creating Policy and Guidelines 

for the Structure manual for the District Hotline. We need to have procedure in 

place for this. John said to put this under New Business and asked if Dan could 

extrapolate on this later in the meeting. Asked Dan for his contact information for 

the minutes. Dan motioned to accept the Secretary report, John 2nd. Secretary 

report was accepted. Vickie added that there is a Group in Harrisburg that has a very 

concise program for their Hotline. She felt it was a great resource to use for our 

District. 

d) Treasurer’s Report-Vickie B-The $200 donations ($100 to EPGSA and $100 to GSO) 

went out this month, current balance is $1521.64. The expenses so far this year are 

$303.52, we have had no donations yet this year. Motion was made to accept 

Treasurer Report, Joe 2nd. 

e) Intergroup Report-Joe L-No report, there have been no Intergroup meetings. 

Reached out to Tate and they are still debating on whether to have a Zoom meeting. 

Reaching out to the Hotline Coordinator. 

6. Group Problems, Issues, or Question on the District, Intergroup, Area, and GSO 

Paula-There are Group Members who have not wanted to participate in Zoom, and         

are having an outside meeting on Friday’s, the same time as our Group. This is in direct 

conflict with our Traditions and is harming the participation in the regular scheduled 

meetings. Paula stated she is pretty upset that herself and Lou have been Chairing these 

meetings for months, and would like to see more participation. John said we need to get 

out there and spread the word, we are missing a lot of people. All the Groups are 

suffering. 

7. Committees 



a) Archives-Dan B-As is expected nothing has been happening. I did receive a package 

from George F of additional District 49 Archives. 

b) Corrections Men-Chris H-Not Present  

c) Corrections Women-Millie-Not Present 

d) Hospitals & Institutions- John R-No change-no meetings currently-no one allowed in. 

Forestry Camp-I was contacted by them about the Zoom Meetings. I had put my 

clearances together for them but no one is allowed in due to the Pandemic. 

e) Public Information-Frank B-Not Present 

f) Unity Breakfast/Workshops-Dan-Unity Breakfast-Last month in June, we opened our 

Home Group and started looking at the Calendar. We reached out to Capriottis, and 

started looking at the date of September 12th, but due to a fall off in meeting 

attendance and decided to bring it to District before making any decisions. Because 

we make no money from Ticket Sales and depend on the Raffles and 50/50. John 

suggested that we put it off until October. He is hoping it doesn’t get cancelled. 

Perhaps we can have it on another date. Joe stated that the State might go back to 

Yellow or Red. We may have to push it off indefinitely. Lou stated that perhaps we 

try something different, or perhaps look at an outdoor venue. So much is up in the 

air.  Suggested perhaps Beltzville. John said also Mauch Chunk. Dan brought up 

Tweedle Park as well, but that as well is up in the air as to whether it is going to 

happen or not. Again, attendance has been awfully bad. John stated that these are 

very unfortunate circumstances we are under. Lou asked how much it costs to put 

on Tweedle Park function, Dan elaborated on this. But it’s still a gamble. Lou 

suggested perhaps the District and Tweedle Park put something on together. Dan 

asked are we into the caterer (Capriotti’s). Dan stated yes, we do have a Deposit on 

it, we are currently looking at a date of September 12th. Joe asked Dan, Tweedle Park 

is slated for August 2nd, Dan stated that he has a good working relationship with the 

Manager at the park, and perhaps we could change the date. We need to see if 

there is an interest. Everyone who can reach out to your Home Group members to 

see if there is enough interest to do something. Lou suggested we put it out on the 

Website and Shout out to see if we can spark interest. Vickie asked if we have a day 

for a meeting? It was decided to have another meeting, Friday the 17th at 7PM to 

discuss the Unity Breakfast and Tweedle Park. Dan will gather as much information 

as he can about other possible dates and venues. 

g) Grapevine-Monica-Not present. John said tomorrow they are having a Workshop on 

Zoom (July 11th) 

h) Website Report-Vickie B-Has a question about the Hazleton Group, she not sure if 

they changed their name to the Serenity Group. Dan-said that the group is 



Singleness of Purpose Group on Wednesdays and Sundays. The Friday night Group is 

closed. 

i) Unity Report-Celia-Not much happening because there aren’t many person to 

person meetings 

8. Upcoming Events- Has already been discussed 

9. Old Business-Structure Manual-needs to be distributed. 

10. New Business- a) Dan asked John if Lehigh Valley Hotline Answering Service is looking 

for volunteers. Dan suggested that we should be concerned with filling up the different 

Towns with people to handle the calls. Because Intergroup is not meeting right now, we 

really cannot get them to assist with Hotline 101. Dan said there is already procedures 

for answering 12 Step Calls. Dan suggested that we put a Flyer out for the Hotline 

number, since the Meeting List is way outdated and requires major revisions. He 

suggested we place them in our Adopt-A-Spot locations and other Recovery related 

Facilities. Joe asked if we could put that out there in Public. Dan said yes. Paula asked 

about the AA Logo being used. Paula also asked if the number is working, because 

people have said they are calling and not answering the phone. Dan said someone is 

dropping the ball. Joe stated that he thought it will dial multiple numbers if one is not 

answering. Vickie said she would make a Flyer, place it on the Website. Lou asked about 

the Motion that he put forth regarding adding policy for the Hotline. There should be 

steps taken to ensure that the 12 Step Call list is maintained that people are answering 

the phone, and that they follow some type of guidelines on how to handle a 12 Step 

Call. John stated that we need a Hotline 101. Vickie stated that we need to read AA’s 

Guidelines, we should review it before discussing adding it to the Structure Manual. 

John asked that a copy of the Do’s and Don’ts of answering calls. (Guidelines). Vickie will 

send out the AA Hotline Guidelines and Flyers to all the GSR’s, and Lou can help us with 

the Structure Manual for the Hotline Guidelines.  b) Barb-Understands that the church 

that the Tamaqua group uses is looking at requiring them to purchase Insurance in the 

future, and it may be an additional expense for the District Meeting. John stated we may 

have to change that.  

11. Motion to Close- John asked for a motion to Close. Everyone 2nd the motion. John 

reminded everyone we will have an additional meeting on July 17th at 7PM. Closed with 

the Responsibility Pledge. 

 

Yours in Service 

Lou D-aadistrict49secretary@gmail.com 

 

Information regarding the AA Meeting App 

https://meetingguide.aa.org/ 

mailto:aadistrict49secretary@gmail.com

